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Chair’s Report
The Australian Packaging Covenant (APC) is a voluntary scheme aimed
at reducing the environmental impacts of consumer packaging across
Australia. Its focus is on sustainable packaging design, recycling of used
packaging and the reduction of litter from packaging.
Delivered by the National Packaging Covenant Industry Association and
in partnership with the Australian Government and each of the state and
territory governments, the Covenant establishes a collaborative framework
for the effective life cycle management of consumer packaging. Under
the Covenant arrangement, government joins with business to fulfil its
obligations as a signatory including the submission of an action plan and annual reporting against the
key performance indicators as outlined in this annual report.
The Covenant has been in existence since 1999. In the first five years, substantial progress was made
through the implementation by local governments of kerbside recycling programs. In the second
and third terms, there has been substantial progress made through improved recovery of materials
for recycling. Covenant funding of projects has leveraged additional investment in reprocessing
infrastructure for end of life packaging and in the provision of services and infrastructure to collect
and process recyclable packaging in the away from home area.
As detailed in the activity report of this annual report, the past year has seen on-going achievement
for the Covenant. There are now over 925 signatories, including 869 brand owner signatories working
together to develop more sustainable packaging, increase recycling and reduce litter. Over the past
year, the APC Secretariat has focussed on enhancing the ability of signatories to fulfil their obligations
under the Australian Packaging Covenant through increased use of member workshops, enhanced
communications and the development of resources.
In addition to this, the Covenant provides funding to projects which support the diversion of packaging
material from landfill. The government’s commitment includes annual financial support for the
Secretariat and up to $3 million annually, matched dollar for dollar by industry, to fund Covenant
projects. In 2012-13 the APC projects department managed a portfolio of 41 projects in 2012-13
representing over $5 million in APC funding, with a combined total project value of over $15 million.
Australia has a co-ordinated approach that encompasses all packaging materials through a variety
of collection and recovery services at household, business and other away from home sources. This
system is supplemented by the role played by the Australian Packaging Covenant. Together with my
colleagues on the Australian Packaging Covenant Council, I look forward to maximising the positive
impacts which can be made by the Covenant and continuing to build on its past achievements.

Elisa Nichols,
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (Queensland)
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Chief Executive’s Report
The Australian Packaging Covenant brings government, industry and
community groups together to find and fund solutions to address
packaging sustainability issues. The Covenant exists to address
community, industry and government concerns about excessive packaging
waste, resource management and litter. It aims to change the culture of
business to design more sustainable packaging, and works collaboratively
with the community to increase recycling rates and to reduce the
incidence of litter.
Signatories to the Covenant become part of a business community which
is committed to a culture of packaging sustainability: sharing actions and solutions and having
access to resources to design cost-efficient and sustainable packaging. Signatories demonstrate
a commitment to product stewardship by recognising a shared responsibility for the life cycle
environmental impacts of packaging at every stage of the supply chain.
The success of the Covenant is, in part, demonstrated by the extent to which it has been adopted by
industry. There are now some 925 signatories, of which 869 represent some of Australia’s and the
world’s largest and most recognised brand owners. The footprint of the Covenant is substantial and
keeps growing, having increased by over 40% in the past two years alone. Of equal significance, the
rate of compliance of signatories against the undertakings and responsibilities assumed upon joining
the Covenant is high at 95%. Currently, 73% of signatories have processes in place to design and
procure more sustainable packaging and 82% apply on-site recovery systems for used packaging at all
facilities and sites in which they operate throughout Australia.
A key focus for the Covenant is the funding of projects which contribute towards the achievement
of its recycling, litter and other goals. Since 2005, the Covenant has contributed $33 million towards
the funding of 165 projects with a total project value of over $140 million. APC projects have
accounted for an estimated 32.4% of the overall increase in recycling tonnes from 2005-2012 and
have played a part in contributing to the increase in recycling rates and the diversion of packaging
from landfill.
The APC has also made a contribution to the continued reduction in littered packaging items.
Signatories take actions to reduce litter whether through changes to the company’s packaging
composition or by supporting clean up and anti-litter programs. Through project funding, the
Covenant invested $846,000 across six litter projects during 2013.
The Keep Australia Beautiful National Litter Data shows that the APC has overseen a reduction of
both packaging littered items and volume nationally.
The Australian Packaging Covenant continues to face challenges. For example, kerbside recycling
would benefit from expansion and consistency across local government areas to help lift
Australia’s recycling rate. This is just one of the recommendations from research released by the
APC during the year. The research1 examined the Australian waste and recycling industry and
made recommendations to help address gaps to ensure that more packaging is recycled. Kerbside
collection of packaging is now well entrenched in most regional and urban areas around Australia,
however inconsistencies exist across areas, which leaves residents confused about what is able to be
recycled, and recyclable packaging ends up in the waste bin.
1
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Chief Executive’s Report
The expansion of a full kerbside collection to all households, uniformity of materials accepted and
stronger adoption of national standards that deal with bin design and colour would help increase
domestic recycling rates. Areas where kerbside collection is not feasible such as regional areas are
likely to benefit from more drop off facilities for all recyclable packaging.
Additionally, the expansion of kerbside recycling to include flexible films recycling would mean that
everything from plastic carry bags, bread bags and plastic wrapping from a diverse range of items
could be recycled into new product.
Other recommendations from the research1 included:
• Increase ‘at work’ recycling collections.
• Investment in infrastructure to increase the sorting of glass.
• Investment in the Australian reprocessing industry in addition to making sure our current
recyclable material is being transported to markets efficiently.
• Commercial and industrial materials sorting facility infrastructure development, and specific
materials reprocessing such as polystyrene.
• Increase recovery of fibre based packaging, glass and plastics from households and businesses.
The APC is committed to finding effective solutions to increase recycling and decrease the amount of
resources going to landfill and will use the recommendations from the research and work with state
and territories to fund initiatives which continue to drive the recycling rate upward. All parties in
the packaging supply chain and all levels of government remain focussed on the achievement of an
overall recycling rate of 70% by 2015.
The Australian Packaging Covenant Council has reviewed its strategic plan and the focus is now on
three areas:
• Capacity building - to create better value for signatories in assisting them meet their obligations
under the APC, in addition to enhancing communications. Part of this was to get local
governments more involved to work towards the shared goals of the APC.
• Workplace and public place recycling- identified through the “Assessment of recycling
infrastructure: current status and future opportunities” report.
• Litter mitigation – infrastructure, systems, education and behaviour change.
Australia has developed a shared responsibility model of product stewardship that deals with all
packaging and has the flexibility and agility to address emerging packaging formats, an approach that
is the envy of the world.

Stan Moore
CEO
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About the Australian Packaging Covenant
The APC is a sustainable packaging initiative
which aims to change the culture of business
to design more sustainable packaging, increase
recycling rates and reduce packaging litter.
The APC:
• Acknowledges that packaging is necessary.
• Adopts a life cycle approach.
• Provides industry with tools to design
sustainable packaging.
• Requires industry to take accountable
actions which lead to positive environmental
outcomes.
• Funds initiatives which increase recycling and
reduce litter.
Organisations sign the Covenant to signal their
commitment to reduce the environmental
impacts of consumer packaging. When an
organisation signs the Covenant they pay a
contribution to the Covenant fund, and develop
an action plan that sets out what they propose
to do to contribute to the Covenant’s objective
and goals. Each signatory then submits an
annual report which details the progress made
towards completing the actions outlined in the
action plan.
The Australian Packaging Covenant also
provides funding to signatories to develop and
complete projects which contribute towards the
achievement of the Covenant’s goals.
Currently over 900 organisations (business and
industry, government and non-government)
are signatories to the Australian Packaging
Covenant.
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2013 Performance Highlights

95%

64.2%

Compliance
rate

(2013)

39%

(2003)

KPI 1

925 Signatories

KPI 2

KPI 3

Improvement across all
signatory reported KPI’s

Increase in
packaging recycling

%
20
reduction

DEC
REA
LIT SE
TER

in items

(since 2005)

%
31
reduction

by volume
(since 2005)

$55.4M funded
$8.5M
Contributed

By APC

8

for 75 New Projects

between 2010-2013
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APC Performance Data 2012-13
The APC Strategic Plan 2010–15 sets most targets for achievement by 30 June 2015, and some by 2020.
A baseline against which to track annual progress was established in 2012, the first year of reporting
under the current Covenant term. The results and progress of brand owner signatories against the Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) set out in the APC Strategic Plan 2010–2015 is presented in the table below.
Covenant KPI 2 (the recycling rate) and KPI 8 (litter) are provided by independent research.
KPI
NO.

KPI DETAIL

TARGETS
(By 2015/20)

ACHIEVEMENT
2012

CHANGE

2013

DESIGN
KPI 1 % of signatories that have documented
policies and procedures for evaluating
and procuring packaging using the
Sustainable Packaging Guidelines or
equivalent
% of signatories review all new
packaging
% of signatories review half existing
packaging
KPI 2 Improved recycling rates for used
packaging
RECYCLING
KPI 3 % of signatories that apply on-site
recovery systems for used packaging at
all facilities/ sites
% of signatories that apply on-site
recovery systems for used packaging at
all or some facilities/ sites
KPI 4 % of signatories that have implemented
a formal policy of buying products made
from recycled packaging
PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP
KPI 6 % of signatories with formal processes
to work collaboratively on packaging
design and / or recycling
KPI 7 % of signatories showing other Product
Stewardship outcomes
KPI 8 Reduction in packaging materials being
littered
- No. items per 1,000m²
- Volume per 1,000m² (litres)

70% (by 2015)

67%

73%

+6%

70% (by 2015)

33%

54%

+21%

50% (by 2015)

26%

46%

+20%

70% (by 2015)

63.8%

64.2

+0.4%

70% (by 2015)

76%

82%

+6%

70% (by 2015)

95%

98%

+3%

100% (by 2015)

43%

54%

+11%

100% (by 2020)

59%

63%

+4%

100% (by 2020)

49%

59%

+10%

19

19

0%

4.68

4.62

-0.06%
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APC Performance Data 2012-13
The 2013 results show improvements across all
signatory reported KPIs, including substantial
improvements on the KPIs related to packaging
design (KPI 1). The recycling targets related
to applying on‐site recovery systems for used
packaging (KPI 3) and having documented
policies and procedures for evaluating and
procuring packaging using the Sustainable
Packaging Guidelines (SPGs) or equivalent
(under KPI 1) have already been surpassed. The
Covenant is further from achieving KPIs related to
implementing formal policies of buying products
made from recycled packaging (KPI 4) and those
related to product stewardship (KPIs 6 and 7).
The APC is aiming to support signatories through
a process of continuous improvement through
to the measurement end-point of 30 June 2015.
The APC aims to deliver these outcomes through
a mix of capacity building and compliance
initiatives and will especially focus on the
improvement of the lower performing KPIs.

Litter Data (KPI 8)
The APC is a major funder of the National Litter
Index (NLI) which is a national quantitative
survey of litter conducted by Keep Australia
Beautiful. The NLI is Australia’s only national
annual quantitative measure of what litter
occurs where and in what volume, based on
counts taken twice a year at 983 sites across
Australia. The annual report allows each state
and territory to be compared against the
national average.
Overall the 2013 litter data shows that the
occurrence of all litter nationally is continuing an
overall downward trend, with Victoria leading
the way with an above-average 17% reduction
by item on last year’s count.
The national average number of all littered items
of 56 items per 1,000m2 is a decrease of 3.4%,
whilst the national average estimated volume of
6.13 litres per 1,000m2 is a decrease of 1.8% on
the previous year.
The number of packaging items per 1000m2
nationally remained unchanged from last year’s
results, at 19 items. However the volume of litter
per 1000m2 has decreased to 4.62L.
Since the start of the NLI 8 years ago, an overall
20% reduction in items and 31% reduction by
volume have been achieved.

Recycling Data (KPI 2)
Total
consumption
(tonnes)
2 647 000

Total
recycling
(tonnes)
2 061 000

1 201 000

544 000

45.3

Plastics

514 104

220 734

42.9

Steel cans

110 000

44 100

40.1

56 000

37 400

66.8

4 528 104

2 907 234

64.2

63 500

41 000

64.6

Material type
Paper/Cardboard
Glass

Aluminium cans
TOTAL
Aluminium all containers (cans and aerosols),
not included in the above calculation
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Recycling
rate
77.9

APC Performance Data 2012-13

Change in Packaging Recycling (by type, in tonnes), base year to current year
Material Type

2003

2013

Paper/Cardboard

1 211 000

2 061 000

Change
%
70.2

Glass

238 500

544 000

128.1

Plastics

127 397

220 734

73.3

Steel cans

29 871

44 100

47.6

Aluminium cans

28 500

37 400

31.2

1 635 268

2 907 234

77.8

TOTAL

Total Packaging Consumption and Recycling (in tonnes), base year to current year
2003

2013

Consumption

4 172 433

4 528 104

Change
%
8.5

Recycling

1 635 268

2 907 234

77.8

Disposed to landfill

2 537 165

1 620 870

-36.1

Recycling Rate

39.2%

64.2%

25.0%

Plastics Steel cans Alum. Cans

Overall

Product Materials Recycling Rates, base year to current year
Recycling
rate
2013 rates
2003 baseline

Paper fibre

Glass

77.9%

45.3%

42.9%

40.1%

66.8%

64.2%

49%

26%

20%

36%

63%

39%
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APC Performance Data 2012-13
Comment on Recycling of
Individual Product Materials
Fibre Packaging
The recycling rate for recovered fibre packaging
has increased to a new record high of 78%
showing that fibre packaging recycling is now
ingrained as part of the national ethos. There
was a small rise in consumption of domestically
produced paperboard, however there was
a much greater rise in the quantity around
imported goods, increasing by 65kilotonnes (kt)
for the last financial year. There has also been
a 9% increase in the quantity of recovered fibre
packaging. Trend data show that the recovery
rate has risen at an average of more than 8% pa
which has been significantly greater than the
consumption rate of 0.7% pa.

Glass
Glass consumption has been increasing at an
average annual rate of 6.7% since 2010/11,
which is more than twice the rate of increase in
recycling. This has resulted in a trending down
of the calculated recycling rate. The impact of
significant structural changes last year created
challenges to the recycling rate, however it is
expected not to be an issue as operations and
volumes will be absorbed by other players.
Importation of empty glass packaging (for local
filling) increased in 2012-13. Whilst the volumes
of imported empty glass bottles are not a large
proportion of total consumption, figures are
rising.

Plastics
Light weighting of packaging continues to impact
the reported tonnages in both consumption
and recovery this year. The market is still also
seeing a trend towards plastic packaging film
laminates, which continues to be a challenge for
reprocessing. Despite this the plastics recycling
rate has increased by just over 1%. Plastics
exported for reprocessing has fallen slightly in
2012/13, and this is attributed to variability in
prices paid for plastics recyclate, having been
impacted by the Global Financial Crisis and
shifts in the Australian dollar. Many Australian
reprocessors are reporting concerns for the
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future of domestic reprocessing, and have
called for support for Australian manufacturing
through greater purchasing of Australian recycled
polymer rather than virgin and imported product.
Information on flexible plastics was collected for
the first time this year. Flexibles constituted 35%
of domestic reprocessing of all plastic packaging.

Aluminium Cans
Consumption of aluminium cans has increased by
a greater amount than the increase in recovery,
however recovery has generally kept pace.
This may be a reflection of consumption and
infrastructure changes. Whilst there is a greater
proportion consumed away from home there has
been an increase in infrastructure to address this.
Non-beverage aluminium is collected separately,
and shows a small 1% decrease in the recycling
rate from last year. Industry reports greater
importation of both filled and unfilled nonbeverage aluminium packaging. A challenge to
improving the recovery rate of these containers
is the inconsistent messaging with respect to
acceptance of recovering this material. From a
data perspective, consistently monitoring imports
for these products has also been challenging due
to changes to many of the international codes for
traded goods. As aerosols are not included within
the recovery rate methodology, this has not been
reflected in the overall 2013 recycling rate.

Steel Cans
The recycling rate increased by 1% from last
year. After a decrease last year, consumption
marginally increased by 0.1kt though remains
below 2010/11 levels. There have been
significant increases in the importation of
canned fruit and vegetables coupled with the
general slow decline in local manufacturing of
steel can containers. One of the challenges to
data collection was changes in import data with
respect to size of containers. Less granular data
means there is greater difficulty in calculating
total tonnages.

Activity Report
APC Signatories
Overview of Signatories
The success of the Australian Packaging
Covenant relies on the performance of brand
owner signatories in complying with the
commitments which come with being part of the
Covenant as a sustainable packaging initiative.
As at 30 June 2013, there were a total of 925
signatories (2012: 786), an increase of 139
or 18% over the financial year. Brand owner
signatories comprise 94% of all signatories,
representing 90% of all packaging produced
and over 80% of all packaged consumer brands
sold in Australia. The compliance rate as at the
year-end was 95%. All non-compliant signatories
identified during the year were reported to
government for regulatory follow-through.

all relevant brand owners can the APC ensure
that every business that either produces or
supplies consumer packaging play its part
in reducing the environmental impacts of
packaging. During the year, a total of 2,264 such
brand owners were investigated.

Signatory Contribution Invoices
Invoicing for 2012-2013 was completed for a
total value of $4,208,600 (ex GST). Contributions
for the financial year represent an increase of
2.6% over 2012 levels.

The increase in the number of signatories
during the financial year occurred as the result
of brand audit activity, a process whereby
potential brand owner signatories are identified
for further assessment. This process seeks to
ensure that there is equity in the system through
the systematic identification of potential “freeriders” (companies whose packaging related
turnover exceeds $5million). Only by capturing
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Activity Report
Action Plans and Annual Reporting
Action Plans
All new signatories are now contacted within
three weeks of signing, and advised to send
their draft action plans to the APC prior to
submission so that they are able to be reviewed
and improvements made in consultation with
APC staff.
Of the 876 compliant signatories as at 30 June
2013 (2012: 765), there were 753 (2012: 658)
with registered action plans, and a further
65 that had been submitted for review. The
remaining signatories consisted of a group of
signatories not yet due to submit their action
plans. There were 40 signatories who were
non-compliant due to failure in submitting their
action plans and these have been addressed
under the Covenant compliance process.

“Since the inception of the APC action
plan, McCormick Foods Australia
and the APC team are proud to have
implemented several new policies to the
business that otherwise would not have
occurred. These new policies are helping
to change the culture of the business to
achieve a more sustainable workplace
with these associated policies now front
of mind.” McCormick Foods Australia Pty Ltd

Table 1: Rating scale criteria
Rating Criteria
0 Results not demonstrated, either as targeted or otherwise
1 Results are significantly less than as targeted or planned
2 Results are less than planned, but targets were very challenging
3 Targets/ milestones have generally been met as planned
4 Targets/ milestones either 1) met and were very challenging, or 2) may not have been
challenging but have been surpassed
5 Targets/ milestones were challenging and 1) were surpassed, or 2) additional benefits
were demonstrated

14
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Annual Reports
The Annual Reporting (and assessment process)
is illustrated in Figure 2 (page 17). The Covenant
has implemented an online reporting portal in
order to simplify the annual reporting process.
This involves each signatory reporting in a
standard format and having their achievements
rated by an independent assessor.
A total of 576 signatories (2012: 566) reporting
through the online portal were rated based on a
consideration of the following matters:
• Goal setting: signatories setting out wellstructured targets
• Outcomes: signatories demonstrating
achievements against set action plan targets
• Relevance: targets supporting the KPI under
which they were reported

The overall rating across all signatories was
2.9 (2012: 2.8). Figure 1 (below) shows how
signatories were distributed around the average
and provides a comparison with 2012.
More than half the signatories (53%) received an
overall rating of 3 or more (2012: 49%), with 9%
receiving a rating of 4 or more (2012: 7%). Only
1% of companies received a rating of less than 1
(2012: 2%) and 10% a rating of less than 2 (2012:
13%). Refer to Table 2(page 16) for details.
Compared with 2012, ratings generally
improved. The proportion of signatories with
ratings < 2 decreased from 13% to 10%, and the
proportion with ratings of ≥ 3 increased from
49% to 53%. Signatories with the lowest scores
in 2012, improved the most in 2013. Among the
signatories awarded a rating below 2 in 2012,
84% improved in 2013.

The rating scale is explained in Table 1 (page 14).

Number of companies

Figure 1: Number of companies by overall ratings
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

1

2

Overall Rating

3

4

2012

5

2013. (No rating: 6)
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Table 2: Number and percentage of assessed signatories by rating band
Rating band

2012

2013

Number

Per cent

Number

Per cent

0 –0.9

10

2%

3

1%

1–1.9

65

11%

51

9%

2–2.9

216

38%

217

38%

3–3.9

238

42%

256

44%

4 and over

37

7%

49

8%

566

100%

576

100%

TOTAL

There was a clear relationship between signatory size (based on packaging related turnover) and
overall rating, with larger signatories achieving the highest ratings. Anecdotal information indicates
that much of this differential can be attributed to greater capacity to develop action plans and report
against them. The APC has established a range of current and future capacity development resources
to support smaller signatories and ensure all action plans are clear, measurable, drive continuous
improvement and are able to be reported against. Table 3 (below) demonstrates the relationship
across signatories of different size.

Table 3: Overall rating by signatory turnover size
Company size

2012
Average
rating
2.8

Number of
signatories
22

Average
rating
2.6

Small ($5–$50 million)

2.7

272

2.8

Medium ($50–$250 million)

2.8

170

2.9

Large ($250–$1 billion)

2.9

65

3.2

Very large (more than $1 billion)

3.4

35

3.3

TOTAL

2.8

564*

2.9

Very small (less than $5 million)

* Specific turnover not available for signatories forming part of a corporate group.
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Figure 2: APC reporting and assessment process

Signatories complete report template
on acvies and achievements
Correcons
Reports validated by APC
(have all fields been completed correctly)

Reports assessed and "star rated'
by independent assessor

Improved planning
and reporng

Correcons

Assessment checked by APC

Appeals

Assessment results made available to signatories

Data is aggregated to assess APC overall progress
against targets (performance audit)
A sample of reports audited by independent auditor
in order to verify reported performance claims
(verificaon audit)
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Activity Report
Auditing
During the year, the action plans and annual
reports of twenty-four brand owner signatories
were randomly selected for audit using a
stratified sampling approach designed to
capture a broad cross section of brand owner
signatories. The stratification was based on
categories including turnover size, industry type
and jurisdiction. Three brand owners who did
not submit evidence in the 2012 audit were
also added to the audit, making a total of 27
auditees.

The results of the second year’s audit found:
• 92.6% (2012: 87.5%) of auditees were
compliant with Covenant verification
reporting requirements. Two of the 27
signatories subject to audit did not submit
documentary evidence in support of their
reported performance for all KPI’s and were
pursued under the Covenant compliance
process.
• Larger organisations (+$250m) tended to be
the better performing signatories.
• Conformance for action plans was higher
than for annual reports, indicating the ease
of making a plan versus its implementation.
• KPI’s 3, 4, 6 and 7 demonstrated the highest
levels of conformance, whilst KPI 8 fell
markedly compared to the prior year as some
signatories struggled to see their packaging
as likely to enter the litter stream.

The independent external verification provides
a systematic validation that the assertions made
by signatories in their reports are accurate,
complete, consistent, relevant and transparent.
Organisations that become signatories agree to
allow independent audits of annual reports and
the implementation of action plans.
Both desktop and on-site audits are conducted
across Australia, the objectives of which were to
assess whether:
• Action plans and annual reports met the
minimum requirements of the Covenant.
• Companies carried out their action plan.
• Outcomes reported were actually achieved
and evidence existed which substantiated
those achievements.

Figure 3: Comparison of conformance to KPIs from 2012 and 2013
KPI 1
KPI 3
KPI 4
KPI 6
KPI 7
KPI 8
0

10%

20%

30%

40%

Conformance from 2012 & 2013
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50%
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70%
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Activity Report
Signatory Capacity Building
The focus of 2012-2013 has been to enhance
the ability of signatories to fulfil their obligations
under the Covenant. Since 2011 the APC has
invested more than half a million dollars into
capacity development and will continue to
develop resources and run workshops focussed
on continuous improvement and ‘going beyond
the requirements of the APC’.
The overarching goals for capacity development
include:
• Signatories fully understand the APC and the
commitment they have made and are able
to sell APC involvement both internally and
within their value chains.
• Signatories are equipped with resources
to undertake actions aligned to their
commitments and in particular, to be able to
apply the Sustainable Packaging Guidelines.
• Signatories are able to develop and
implement SMART action plans that are
relevant, meaningful, aligned to their business
model and to the objectives of the APC.
• Signatories demonstrate continuous
improvement in the actions delivered against
their action plans.
• Signatories are provided with value-add
resourcing.
• Improved engagement between signatories
and the APC.
• Implement a range of programs which
support signatories and also which recognises
and shares the accomplishments achieved.

Design for Recovery Workshops
APC held several ‘Design for Recovery’
workshops during the year. These were aimed
at improving recycling rates and ensuring
packaging is designed and procured for better
recovery, recycling and re-manufacture. All the
workshops were well attended and included
a technical tour of a recovery facility and a
detailed design for recyclability workshop. A
key feature of these events is the cross-sector
interaction that a workshop setting is able to
promote. Attendees leave the session with a
much greater understanding of the recovery and
recycling process. More importantly, they are
able to take this knowledge and share it within
their own organisation.

“Visiting recycling companies to see how
they treat recyclable waste was an eye
opener, there is great work being done
in this area.” James Glen Pty Ltd
Action Plan Development Workshops
During 2012-2013 the APC hosted a series
of Action Plan Development Workshops
which provided signatories with an improved
understanding of what is required to develop,
revise and action a ‘beyond compliance’ APC
action plan as well as affording the opportunity to
discuss and network with like-minded businesses.
Over three hundred people attended an Action
Plan Development Workshop in 2012-13.

“The APC action plan development
workshop held in October 2012 was
appreciated as it gave our business
a better understanding of the APC
requirements.” HB Fuller Company Australia Pty Ltd
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Activity Report

Rewarding High Performing Signatories
Following the release of the 2012-13
annual report ratings, the APC named and
congratulated the 22 signatories that achieved
the highest rating in their industry category. The
top performers were awarded a streamlined
packaging life cycle assessment and awarded
certificates at two breakfast events held in
August 2013.
More than 70 people participated in the High
Performers Breakfasts in Sydney and Melbourne.
The breakfasts included presentation of awards,
networking opportunities, and a supply chain
workshop to enable signatories to share their
experiences and knowledge.
Event highlights included presentations given by
Jaana Quaintance-Jones from Banarra on ethical
sourcing in the supply chain, and from Dr Karli
Verghese from RMIT on the effects of packaging
on food sustainability.
The presentations were followed up by a
workshop based around ethics in the supply
chain and discussing ways to manage problem
scenarios.

“The breakfast exceeded my
expectations. It made me really think
about how we can reduce waste.”
Carman’s Fine Foods

The APC will be using feedback from the day to
inform an ongoing program targeted to help high
performing signatories go beyond compliance
and reach more sustainable outcomes.
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Activity Report
2013 High Performing Signatories
Food & Beverage

Communications and electronics

Small-medium food company:

Small-medium company:
Kyocera Document Solutions Australia
Large company: Nokia Australia

Carman’s Fine Foods
Large food company:
Kellogg (Australia)
The Smiths Snackfoods Company
& Sakata Rice Snacks Australia
Small-medium beverage company:
Voyager Estate (WA) Pty Ltd
Large beverage company: Coca-Cola Amatil

Retailers
Retailer: Super Retail Group
QSR: McDonald’s

Pharmacy and Personal Care

Clothing, footwear and fashion
Small: Bata Shoes
Medium-large:
Pacific Brands Ltd – The Workwear Group

Transport, Fuel and Tobacco
BP Australia

Packaging Manufacturer
and material suppliers
Small: Anzpac Services (Australia)
Large: Cryovac Australia

Small company: Ansell
Medium: Estee Lauder
Large: Eli Lilly Australia

Recovery and recycling

Hardware and homewares

GM’s award for most improved

Small company: Pilot Pen Australia
Medium company: ASSA ABLOY
Large company: Hills Holdings Limited

Eli Lilly Australia

SKM Recycling

Chobani Pty Ltd (Bead Foods)

The Smiths Snackfoods Company
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Activity Report
Sustainable Packaging Toolkit
for Marketers
This new e-learning toolkit, developed with
funding from the APC, provides businesses,
particularly marketing professionals, with
knowledge and ideas to help them use
sustainable packaging to drive growth while also
producing environmental benefits.
The toolkit outlines seven strategies for
achieving sustainable packaging, along with case
studies to help generate ideas and is available at
www.packagingcovenant.org.au/toolkit

Business Clean Up Day
On 26 February 2013, representatives from 19
APC signatories including Allergan, Continental,
Baiada, Sanitarium, Sunrice, Sugar Australia,
Brokenwood Wines, Orlando Wines, Tasmanian
Bakeries, Woolworths, Subway, McDonald’s,
Metcash, Western Australian Local Government
Association, Lenovo and Kyocera took to the
streets of their local communities and collected
dozens of bags of recyclables and waste.
Overall engagement from APC signatories
resulted in 300 participants collecting over 250
bags across 35 clean-up sites.
The APC ran a clean up in Gordon (NSW),
involving several other local businesses.
Attended by Ian Kiernan, the APC worked with
about 35 participants to collect almost 30 bags
of recyclables and waste.
The APC encouraged its signatories all over the
country to participate in Business Clean-Up
Day in 2013 by providing free energy audits
and action plans from GreenBizCheck. Replas
also offered two recycled plastic chairs to the
signatories that collected the most rubbish and
had the greatest number of people involved.
Winners of the APC’s 2013 Business Clean-Up
Day, Baiada and Sanitarium both donated the
recycled plastic chair prizes they won to schools
in NSW. Baiada, who had 25 sites registered
and 148 volunteers in total donated their
chairs to Chifley Public School in Malabar, and
Sanitarium, who collected over 40 general waste
and 16 recycling bags, donated three junior free
standing benches to Wyong Grove Public School.
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“In keeping with a long tradition
Selleys Yates once again took part in
the Business Clean Up Day. With 35
volunteers, we filled 3 large piles of
bags from our local area including
the mangroves around Salt Pan Creek
and the streets around the Padstow
industrial area. We had some fun along
the way, with one team attempting
to build a car from dumped parts
collected.” Selleys Yates

Packaging Line
The Packaging Line was launched in September
2011. Known as Pack-line, it provides consumers
with a mechanism to make a complaint and
receive advice about the consumer packaging of
APC signatories, in the interests of accountability
and transparency. The contact phone number is
supported by a website at www.pack-line.org.au
Pack-line also provides APC Signatories with the
opportunity to engage and respond to the public
about the implementation of the Sustainable
Packaging Guidelines in their packaging decisions,
and to inform the public of their commitments in
implementing the goals of the APC.
During the year Pack-line received 93 enquiries,
19 of which did not relate to signatories.
The remaining enquiries were actioned and
the consumer received a response from the
signatory.

Communications
Website
The new APC website was launched at the
beginning of December 2012. It aims to support
the ability of signatories to meet the goals of
the Covenant by providing enhanced access to
resources and project information. Feedback
from signatories indicated that they were keen
to see more case studies, templates, workshops
and training, information and guidance. They
were also interested in ongoing collaboration
with other signatories. The new APC website
aims to facilitate access to this information and
to help improve interaction.
Three key features of the website are:
• A resource database which provides
signatories with quick access to a range of
resources that will help build their capacity to
meet the targets of the APC.
• A database of APC funded projects which will
facilitate greater learning among signatories
and enhanced recognition of what is being
achieved through these projects.
• An APC signatory database which includes
action plans and annual reports which allows
signatories to gain inspiration from the
achievements of each other.

Publications

National Recycling Week 2012
The Australian Packaging Covenant joined
Planet Ark to celebrate National Recycling Week
as a supporting sponsor. National Recycling
Week encourages all Australians to take
recycling action at home, school or workplace
to increase the environmental benefits of
recycling, including greater tonnage and less
contamination of kerbside, industrial and
community recycling programs. By supporting
the campaign the APC is working in partnership
with an influential and respected community
group to directly contribute to increases in
recycling education and awareness across
thousands of schools and businesses.
The APC is proud to support National Recycling
Week as it is a great opportunity to reflect on
what has been achieved to increase recycling
rates by everyone working together – industry,
government and consumers – and how we
can continue to collaborate and build on these
achievements.

Newsletter

The APC newsletter is distributed monthly
to over 2000 recipients, and is an extension
to information provided on the website. The
newsletter is available to all signatories and any
interested party who subscribes via the website.
The primary purpose of the newsletter is to draw
attention to information about APC projects,
member services and events, resources,
publications and important compliance
milestones. It also provides external information
which is relevant to the readership.
Newsletter subscription continues to increase,
mainly due to increases in signatory numbers.
The most popular links relate to new resources,
project updates, signatory annual reporting and
sustainable packaging articles.
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Communications
Media
During 2012-13 the APC has focussed on
increasing our engagement with media, to
promote our services and projects.

Media releases
• ‘Improvements in kerbside collection required
to lift recycling rate’ (Assessment of Recycling
Infrastructure: current status and future
opportunities final report) (8 April 2013)
• ‘Recycling rate continues to rise’
(11 March 2013)
• ‘APC Signatories Clean Up’ (1 March 2013)
• ‘APC delivers significant benefits’
(3 December 2012)
• ‘APC initiative encourages away from home
recycling’ (21 November 2012)
• ‘National Recycling Week puts spotlight on
away from home recycling’
(12 November 2012)
• ‘Government and industry come together to
increase polystyrene recycling’
(26 September 2012)
• ‘National litter index shows downward trend
continues’ (20 August 2012)

Articles

• Sustainable packaging ADNEWS
(14 June 2013)
• Covenant urges signatories to exceed
sustainable packaging targets PKN Packaging
News (13 June 2013)
• Improvements in kerbside collection needed
WME (15 May 2013)
• PCA prioritises policies ahead of poll PKN
Packaging News (May 2013)
• Backing for local recycling The Spectator
(22 April 2013)
• ALDIs approach to sustainable retail Retail
World (22 April 2013)
• Recycling boost at KFC Sunshine Coast Daily
(17 April 2013)
• Interview with Stan Moore ABC Wide Bay
(10 April 2013)
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• In brief WME (11 April 2013)
• Green toolkit for marketers launched BEN
(3 April 2013)
• AFGC launches new toolkit Australian Food
News (3 April 2013)
• APC sets sights on members needs PKN
Online (December 2012)
• Wrap Rage Readers Digest (December 2012)
• Chicken comes in first in waste war SMH
(November 2012)
• APC initiative encourages away from home
recycling Food Processing News Online
(November 2012)
• KFC goes green Inside Retailing
(November 2012)
• KFC promotes away from home recycling PKN
Online (November 2012)
• National Container Deposit Scheme will
increase beverage prices according to drink
manufacturers Australian Food News
(November 2012)
• What a lot of garbage B Magazine
(November 2012)
• Package Rage CHOICE Magazine
(November 2012)
• KFC completes rollout of new recycling
systems QSR Media (November 2012)
• KFC stores roll out a new recycling initiative
Food News (November 2012)
• National Recycling Week push to cut landfill
waste Sunshine Coast Daily (November 2012)
• Growing your footprint Manufacturer’
Monthly (October 2012)
• Turning waste into work Hunter Post
(October 2012)
• Council gets grant to recycle plastic Great
Lakes Advocate (October 2012)
• Mai-Wel Services put waste products to good
use Maitland Mercury (September 2012)
• Residents urged to recycle in CBD Ararat
Advertiser (September 2012)

Projects
The Australian Packaging Covenant provides
funding for projects which contribute towards the
achievement of the Covenant’s goals and increase
recycling of packaging waste in Australia.
The APC managed a portfolio of 41 projects in
2012-13 representing over $5 million in APC
funding, with a combined total project value of
over $15 million.1
There are an additional 19 projects in the pipeline
representing an APC funding value of $4.6 million
and a total project value of $10.9 million.
The APC has funded in excess of 165 projects
over the life of the Covenant, and now has a
portfolio of project successes and resources.
The APC is focused on leveraging some of the
success of previous projects into scalable and
transferable projects for broader impact. We
are also focussing on connecting our funded
projects to paint a more complete picture of the
packaging chain, across infrastructure, consumer
behaviour, collection systems and market
development.

2013 Grants Round Synopsis
The 2013 grant round proved popular receiving
51 applications, seeking a total of $20,455,361 in
APC funding and representing a total proposed
project value of $74,172,473 (ex GST).
The funding sought by individual projects ranged
from $7,600 to $3,325,000. Away from Home
recycling projects dominated the submissions by
number, with plastics projects dominating the
proportion of the total funding sought.
Projects cross financial years. This figure represents the total value
of the projects portfolio current at the end of the financial year, not
the value of projects commenced or completed in that year.

1
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Projects
2013 Applications by Type (% of total no.)
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ACT

Projects
Funding sought by project type (% of total 2013 APC funding sought)
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Projects
Feature Projects
Lord Howe Island Glass Reprocessing Project
The Lord Howe Island Board in conjunction
with the APC and the Packaging Stewardship
Forum successfully installed a replacement
glass crusher to establish a local glass cullet
recycling and reuse processing scheme for
civil construction on the Island. The results are
expected to save the community approximately
$7,000 per annum in waste disposal costs by
diverting 100 tonnes of glass from landfill per
year or 15% of the islands total waste stream.
In addition it will save local businesses and
residents the cost of importing construction
aggregate that the glass cullet replicates saving
approximately $25,000 per annum.
Island communities are challenged to find
alternative uses for the waste they produce other
than disposing directly to landfill. In addition
to this, Lord Howe Island is a World Heritage
Site, and therefore, not able to locally extract
raw materials such as sand or rock for use in
concrete or drainage applications. Replacing
the redundant glass crusher has had a twofold
result, improving both the economic and the
environmental performance on the Island.
The Lord Howe Island community have reduced
their dependency on importing raw materials
from the mainland whilst also eliminating
transfer and waste costs associated with
exporting 100 tonne of glass per annum to
landfill on the mainland. The glass cullet is
currently being used in civil construction
projects such as non-structural concrete, media
for wastewater reed beds, drainage aggregate
and the upcoming aerodrome runway reseal and
associated drainage works.
Project No.: NSW 112/11 Status: Past
Recipient: Lord Howe Island Board
Time frame: October 2011 - June 2012
Project Type(s): Glass
States: NSW 		
Value: $119,200
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Ascot Vale Public Housing Estate
Recycling Program
The City of Moonee Valley in conjunction with
the APC and the Department of Human Services
recently implemented a Public Housing Estate
Recycling Program at Ascot Vale Housing Estate
aiming to reduce litter, dumping and overflowing
bins around the estate and divert 1,000 tonnes of
recyclables from landfill within the next five years.
The community engagement project delivered a
comprehensive multilingual recycling education
program to 1500 residents and distributed 409
recycling bins across the estate. Residents have
embraced the initiative achieving a recovery rate
of approximately 50 tonnes of recyclables within
the first six months and increasing their overall
resource recovery by 60%. Litter around the
estate has decreased and three project
volunteers have gained full time employment.
Project No. VIC 114/11
Status: Past
Recipient: Moonee Valley City Council
Time frame: December 2012 - September 2013
Project Type: Home Recycling
States: VIC 		
Value: $671,506

Projects
Connecting and Leveraging Projects
Public Place Recycling Introduction Program
Five Central Queensland Local Government
Authorities – Banana Shire, Central Highlands
Regional, Gladstone Regional, Isaac Regional
and Rockhampton Regional – implemented
a public place recycling introductory (PPRI)
scheme to ensure improved recycling at events
in public places across Central Queensland.

The APC funds many initiatives which are often
viewed in isolation. However the recovery,
collection and recycling of packaging waste is an
integrated supply chain and one which involves
brand owners, consumers, recyclers, research
and market development. Below is an example
of how APC projects provide a holistic view of
the packaging chain.

Over the course of the project 200 recycling bins
were distributed to venues delivering public
place recycling education and infrastructure
to 41,000 people. The participating events
diverted on average 30% of waste from landfill,
with Gladstone Harbour Festival event diverting
63% or four tonnes of co-mingled recycling and
Central Highlands Multicultural Festival diverted
approximately 1.2 tonnes of cardboard and glass.
Experience and knowledge gained is captured
in ‘Don’t Waste Your Event – A Guide to Public
Place Recycling’ handbook and participating
venues have committed to continue utilising the
infrastructure provided throughout the project.
Project No.: QLD 119/11 Status: Past
Recipient: Central Qld Local Government Association
Time frame: September 2011 - June 2013
Project Type(s): Away From Home Recycling
States: QLD 		
Value: $379,650

RECYCLED
PRODUCT

CONSUMER

(Collecon & Educaon)
Coles Mixed Plasc
Recycling Trial

Flexible
Plascs

COLLECTION

Feasibility Trial of the
Kerbside Recovery
of Plascs Films

Strengthening Market
Demand for Mixed Plasc
Recycled Content Products

RECYCLING/
REPROCESSING
Plasc Waste Recycling
Facility Queensland
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Projects
Feasibility Trial of the Kerbside Recovery of
Plastics Films
A trial was conducted at 900 households over
a 20 week period to ascertain the feasibility of
expanding kerbside recycling to include flexible
plastics in an effort to dramatically increase
waste diversion at household level. On average
69% of households participated at some point
during the trial with project findings suggesting
a 50% participation rate in a municipality of
50,000 households could divert from landfill
up to 125 tonnes per annum of flexible plastics
alone.
Project No.: IND 143/12
Status: Past
Recipient: Darebin City Council
Time frame: April 2012 - December 2012
Project Type(s): Plastic
States: VIC 		
Value: $20,000

Strengthening Market Demand for Mixed
Plastic Recycled Content Products

This project involves a detailed analysis of the
market for mixed recycled plastic products,
an investigation (via primary research) into
buyer behaviour in the local government,
state government and viticulture sectors, and
identification of the opportunities for and
barriers to, increasing demand in these sectors.
These findings will then be used to inform the
development of solutions which encourage and
enable buyers to give preference to recycled
products, therefore strengthening the market.
The solutions will be developed in partnership
with the industry and other key stakeholders
and are likely to include user-friendly and
practical tools and resources, as well as expos
to bring suppliers and buyers together. These
solutions will then be rolled out Australia-wide
and evaluated for their effectiveness.
Project No.: VIC SA 157/12 Status: Current
Recipient: Eco-Buy Limited
Time frame: February 2013 - 2014
Project Type(s): Plastic
States: SA, VIC 		
Value: $161,430
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Coles Mixed Plastic Recycling Trial
This project provided Coles Supermarkets with
funding to conduct a six month trial to provide
Victorian customers with a convenient and
responsible way to recycle a range of plastics
that are currently not included in kerbside
recycling programs.
Specialised recycling bins at 114 Coles stores
encouraged communities to divert plastic bags
and flexible plastics away from landfill and from
there the material is reprocessed into practical
bench seats and donated to schools and
kindergartens.
The project collected over 23.5 tonnes of flexible
plastics.
Project No.: VIC 108/11 Status: Past
Recipient: Coles Supermarket
Time frame: September 2011 - April 2012
Project Type(s): Plastic
States: VIC 		
Value: $137,055

Plastic Waste Recycling Facility QLD

This project funds the establishment of a state
of the art plastic recycling plant in South-East
Queensland. The new Replas facility will be the
only operation in Queensland able to process a
full range of soft and rigid waste plastic packaging
materials. This will divert plastic packaging waste
like shopping bags, shrink-wrap films and sterile
wrap from landfills. The facility will reprocess
locally collected plastic waste and initially produce
products such as bollards. These can then be
used for infrastructure throughout Queensland,
returning this valuable resource to the community
that created it. Additional products will be added
to the production line over time.
The facility will utilise the latest robotic technology
developed by Replas resulting in more affordable
products and more consistent quality.
Project No. : QLD 148/12
Recipient: Replas
Project Type(s): Plastic
States: QLD 		

Status: Current
Time frame: 2013
Value: $330 000

Projects
APC Projects Strategic Direction 2013-2015
The projects strategic direction for 2013-2015 is focused on leveraging the existing knowledge bank, experience
and success of projects to date, and to maximise impact through streamlined and collaborative projects.
Five focus areas have been identified to underpin the delivery of the APC projects, which build off the APC’s
business plan and the APC Council’s key priority areas of capacity building, public place recycling, away from
home and workplace recycling, and litter.
Vision: To deliver projects which help improve packaging waste recovery and recycling and reduce litter
throughout Australia.
TARGET AREA
FOCUSED

CAPACITY BUILDING
FOCUSED

OPTIMISED IMPACT
FOCUSED

CONSISTENCY
& RELIABILITY
FOCUSED

FUTURE COVENANT
FOCUSED

2013-2015 Focus

2013-2015 Focus

2013-2015 Focus

2013-2015 Focus

2013-2015 Focus

Prioritising strategic
project sourcing in
accordance with APC
priority areas.
Through:
* Needs analysis
conducted with
Jurisdictions to
determine strategic
investment
and sourcing of
infrastructure and
technology projects
focused on glass,
plastics and steel.
* Evaluation of project
success for litter, away
from home, PPR,
workplace and SME
recovery and recycling.
* Connecting projects
to end markets, and
identifying market
development barriers.

Working with
jurisdictions, and
local and regional
areas to design and
deliver scalable and
transferable localised
and regional solutions.
Through:
* Engagement with
local & regional areas
* Project resources
and templates
available
* Projects design
training & resource
development
* Communications of
project success and
“how to” guides
* “Plug and play”
projects
* Site tours & events

Leveraging and
optimising best
practice packaging
waste recovery and
recycling projects.
Through:
* Developing strong
strategic partnerships
delivering shared
value.
* Evaluating past
and current projects
successes for
development of
“standard” projects
for broad-scale
implementation.
* Connecting existing
and future projects
for maximised impact
and/or market reach.
* Networking projects
for leveraged success.
* Incorporating social
impact in waste
resource recovery
projects.

Developing the
Projects team’s
effective delivery of
projects at both the
micro and macro level.

Supporting the
introduction and
implementation of
world’s best practice,
cost effective and
outcomes driven
Through:
product stewardship
* Streamlined projects agreement for
operations processes. packaging post June
2015.
* Streamlining
project development, Through:
assessment and
* Demonstrated
approvals processes.
projects success and
value.
* Regular and
consistent articulation * Robust projects
of priorities and
delivery systems and
progress.
procedures.
* Tools and procedures * Full supply chain
for project recipients
project engagement.
* Evaluation
* Sound evaluation
frameworks to monitor frameworks.
and review project
success.
* APC brand visibility.
* Consistent, timely,
* Strong projects
proactive, reliable and strategic partnerships.
transparent reporting
frameworks and access
to projects team.

Mission: Effective and efficient delivery of projects supporting the development of infrastructure, technology,
markets and consumer behaviour for packaging waste recovery and recycling.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Transparency
Committed
to openness,
communication and
accountability.

Inclusiveness
Valuing and inviting
the perspective and
involvement of our
stakeholders.

Effectiveness
Efficiently working and
delivering to outcome.
Creating impact.

Collaboration
Enhancing impact by
working with others
strategically to achieve
shared goals.

Evaluation
Embracing systematic
determination and
review of performance
and success.

The APC will be engaging with jurisdictions and industry to deliver targeted projects against this plan.
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Contact APC
Postal Address

GPO Box 4216 Sydney NSW 2001

Head Office

Suite 1205, 3 Spring St Sydney NSW 2000

Phone

02 8249 4080

Email

apc@packagingcovenant.org.au

Web

www.packagingcovenant.org.au

Twitter

twitter.com/APCovenant

Facebook

facebook.com/AustralianPackagingCovenant

LinkedIn

linkedin.com/company/national-packaging-covenant
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